TRIPLE-LNB DIRECTV MULTI-SATELLITE DISHES

The Next Generation of Antennas Is Here

With new high-definition services being introduced, DIRECTV is providing even greater entertainment and information options for our customers.

DIRECTV recommends that all DIRECTV-integrated HDTV equipment be sold with a triple-LNB 18” x 24” DIRECTV Multi-Satellite dish antenna. The triple-LNB multi-satellite dish antenna (or an upgrade to triple-LNB with a Sat-C Installation Kit) is an important part of the solution for customers who want the most HDTV that DIRECTV has to offer. Triple-LNB antennas allow customers to receive programming from all three of the DIRECTV orbital locations, including the 119° and 110° West Longitude (WL) satellite locations.

Sat-C Kit Installation Instructions: (4x4 Multi-Switch design. The Multi-Switch is either on the back of the dish antenna or in a separate location.)

Note: DIRECTV Multi-Satellite dish antennas with an integrated 5x4 Multi-Switch in the LNB Support Arm require STEP 4 & 6 ONLY. The Sat B/Sat C combiner and coaxial cables will not be required.

1. Disconnect the “18V Sat B” cable from your Multi-Switch and connect it to the “Sat B In” terminal on the Sat B/Sat C Combiner included with this kit.

2. Connect the cable included in this kit marked “Sat C” to the “Sat C In” terminal on the Sat B/Sat C Combiner.

3. Run the “Sat C” cable through the LNB support arm in the same fashion as your existing cable, and connect it to the Sat C LNB included with this kit.

4. Push the Sat C LNB into the LNB support arm and tighten using the supplied screw and nut.

5. Connect the cable marked “Multi-Switch” from the “Out to Multi-Switch” terminal on the Sat B/Sat C Combiner to the “18V Sat B” terminal on your Multi-Switch.

6. In the DIRECTV Receiver setup menu, select “Oval 3” dish configuration. No further dish alignment is required.
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